
 

 

Dear Fellow Investor: 

Your money is in jeopardy. 

 The dollar has dropped almost 25% in value against the euro since January 2006, 
making everything from TVs to clothing more expensive.  

 The average CD pays around 2.9% interest.  Meanwhile, inflation has skyrocketed 
nearly 20% since 2001. 

 Our houses are worth less.  The average home price in 20 major U.S. cities has 
declined 10.7% during the past year. 

 By March 2008, the S&P 500 stood at the same place it was in April 1999.  Many 
investors are no better off now than they were nine long years ago.  

 On February 5, the Dow plummeted 370 points -- the worst one-day percentage 
loss since February 27, 2007.   

Everything we've worked for -- our standard of living, our security, our hard-earned 
gains -- is in peril. 

But you can protect your money … and even earn double-digit returns safely … no 
matter how bad things get in 2008.  In fact, you could easily put more than $51,000 in 
your hands starting in the next seven minutes. 

You don't need fancy trading strategies.  It doesn't involve options, hedge funds or 
other high risk schemes.  It works with any amount of money you have.   

I'm writing this letter to introduce you to this wealth building system and how you 
can use it to achieve airtight security and prosperity in 2008 and beyond. 

Before I reveal this advantage, I want you to promise me that you'll keep an open 
mind and won't make a decision until you hear all the facts, ok? 



Make Double-Digit Profits Safely… Starting Now 

It's called Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter. 

Simply put, Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter follows an ultra-safe strategy that 
has generated an annualized return of 20% every year for nearly 80 years in almost 
every kind of market. 

It's the same strategy Warren Buffett uses to build his amazing fortune. 

I want to start by giving you a rare wealth-building tool absolutely FREE.  It's called 5 
Top Value Stocks Every Investor Must Own in 2008.  This alert contains my 
favorite undervalued stocks for the year. 

In 5 Top Value Stocks Every Investor Must Own in 2008, you'll discover: 

1. The telecommunications company that just signed an exclusive services provider 
deal.  Earnings are shooting up, dividends put money in your pocket right away 
and it sells at a bargain price -- for now. 

2. The wholesale pharmaceuticals distributor that's cashing in on aging Baby 
Boomers.  It just increased its dividend by 20% and earnings are expected to 
increase 19% this year. 

3. The #1 retail pharmacy in the U.S.  Thanks to several major acquisitions, 
company earnings are expected to surge 18% this year.  

4. This "overlooked" blue chip produces innovative products that drive earnings and 
market share.  Accelerated growth in foreign countries will open up a money 
spigot that most investors will hear about too late!     

5. An information technology giant that produced 12 consecutive quarterly 
increases in profitability.  Strong demand from overseas has increased 61% with 
no slowdown in sight.  Dividends are expected to rise handsomely in the next 12 
months.  

5 Top Value Stocks Every Investor Must Own in 2008 (a $25 value) is FREE. 
It's the best way to introduce Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter to you without cost 
or obligation. 

 

Our Unique Strategy Gives Investors An  
"Extra" $51,000 With Less Risk 



Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter is unique:  It's the only advisory in the country 
that applies the fundamental principals developed by Benjamin Graham to stock 
picking. 

Benjamin Graham, considered the father of value investing, taught his wealth-
building secrets to Warren Buffett, Mario Gabelli and John Neff (among others) -- each 
of whom accumulated market-beating profits – safely - year after year. 

In the same way, Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter produces steady, above 
average returns -- with reduced risk --in undervalued companies that Wall Street 
misses time after time. 

Now you're probably wondering:  What do I mean by "above average" returns?   

Here, let me share them with you.  These are actual returns that readers of Cabot 
Benjamin Graham Value Letter saw in 2007 during a time when it was tough to make 
money in the markets: 

 

Of course, the real test of evaluating stock returns … profits … 

If you had invested $10,000 in the S&P during this time, your gains would come to 
roughly $13,710 (excluding fees and commissions). 

But if you had invested $10,000 in each of the low-risk companies recommended 
above in Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter, your profit would be $64,740.  

With Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter at your side, you would have pocketed 
an "extra" $51,000 in cash. 



I hope you're as excited as I am about increasing your wealth with these ultra-safe 
value stocks.  Before you decide whether they're right for you, consider these amazing 
facts: 

In the past 45 years, value stocks have outperformed growth stocks by an average of 
9% per year. 
 

Benjamin Graham himself achieved returns of 20% per year regularly for more than 
40 years using these principals. 
 

Our two Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter portfolios have achieved annualized 
gains of 22.03% over five years and 17.17% over twelve years, respectively, since 
inception. 

The Best Wealth Advisory Ever?  You Decide. 

What makes Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter different from -- and in my 
opinion, superior to -- other investment advisories? 

Like Benjamin Graham, I believe in a margin of safety -- buying companies that 
are cheap relative to their intrinsic value.  Using Graham's criteria, I figure out the 
optimum "buy" price for you. 

Like Benjamin Graham, I believe in research.  To achieve returns of at least 20% a 
year, I screen a database of more than 1,700 stocks.  You'll get only companies with solid 
balance sheets and track records of success. 

Like Benjamin Graham, I believe that the secret to building wealth during economic 
downturns is to buy low and stay fully invested. 

Now you might be thinking:  sounds good, Roy, but what can I really expect?  Ok, let 
me show you Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter in action with these actual 
recommendations ripped right from our pages: 

39% Gain In A Few Weeks 

Ceradyne (CRDN) develops and manufactures a line of technical ceramic products 
and parts for defense, industrial, automotive and commercial applications in the United 
States.   

It developed advanced armor for soldiers made of lightweight ceramic.  Not 
surprisingly, one of its biggest customers was the U.S. government. 

The conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan created an increased need for its products.  
Despite this demand, many analysts forecast a major slowdown for Ceradyne.  In 2007, 
they predicted a lower EPS growth for the year ahead. 



We disagreed.   

When we looked closely at the numbers, we saw something else.  In the first quarter 
of 2007, new orders increased by 14% and revenue was up 38%.  To top it off, the 
company had just perfected a new armored vehicle, called BULL.       

Instead of a downturn, we believed that the company was undervalued and would 
surprise investors with better than expected sales earnings. 

We recommended Ceradyne in June 2007.  Within weeks, investors saw shares shoot 
up 39%.  Readers who invested a mere $10,000 pocketed a total of $13,900. 

56% Return On Your Money 

Total System Services (TSS) provides electronic payment processing and services to 
merchants and non-financial parties.  It's the world's largest processor of credit and 
debit card transactions.   

But when Bank of America announced that it would not renew its contract with TSS, 
the stock dropped.  With that much loss in business, Wall Street began ringing the death 
knell. 

We took a different view. 

First, TSS had a history of increasing its earnings per share every year for 110 
consecutive years.  Second, it carried little debt:  only about $10 million on annual 
earnings of $256 million. 

Finally, there was a good management team in place.  In the past decade, they 
delivered a 19.5% return on retained earnings for shareholders. 

We believed that TSS was oversold.  We advised readers to buy at the reduced price in 
December 2005.  In less than two years, shares of TSS increased by 56%. 

Investors turned $20,000 into a total $31,200 before selling in May 2007. 

Triple-Digit Gains That Other Investors Miss 

Standard Pacific Corp. (SPF) is a major U.S. homebuilder.  The company also 
provides mortgage financing and title services through its subsidiaries and joint 
ventures.   

When we recommended SPF in February 2003, the company had been riding the 
building boom for the past seven years.  In the past five years, it had experienced more 
than 30% earnings per share growth. 



We strongly urged investors to buy because the stock was a bargain at six times EPS 
and one times book value. 

Many investors were unsure that the building boom would continue.  We disagreed.  
We accurately predicted the boom would continue for at least another two years. 

We were so confident, we advised subscribers to buy even more shares if the stock 
price dipped. 

From February 2003 through January 2005, SPF gained 169.2%.  The building boom 
ended six months later -- but not before readers turned every $25,000 into a total 
$67,300.  

Of course, not every recommendation will be a home run.  There isn't a single wealth 
advisory in the world with a perfect batting average  and we're no exception.  We 
dropped 19.3% in the Kellwood Company and 24% in Health Management Associates.   

But when we suffer the occasional loss, our winners more than make up for them.  In 
fact, subscribers are protected by my Risk Reduction System:  The minute I see one of 
our recommendations heading for a fall, I send an urgent "sell" order to keep our losses 
to a bare minimum. 

But enough about others.  What about you?  Are you ready to shelter your money 
from the coming market crises?  Are you ready to earn returns like 48% … 53% … 62% … 
107% and more in undervalued companies that Wall Street never tells you about and 
that other investors never hear about?  Great!  

Now is the best time to subscribe … 

 

Subscribe Now at Our Lowest Available Price 

Become a subscriber today and you'll qualify for our Most Generous Subscription 
Package! 

Help me add up your exclusive benefits and extras as a subscriber to Cabot Benjamin 
Graham Value Letter.  You'll get:  

12 timely recession-fighting, wealth-building issues of Cabot Benjamin Graham Value 
Letter.  
 

Clear, specific Buy instructions.  When it's time to Sell, you'll get a Flash Alert by 
email to lock in your profits. 



 

New, carefully selected stock recommendations every month that meet Benjamin 
Graham's proven criteria.  
 

My personal analysis of small cap stocks, high-yielding stocks, REITs and other 
investment vehicles to give you greater understanding of the market.  
 

Personal replies to your emailed questions directly from me, not a customer service 
rep.  
 

Independent advice.  Since we began offering investment analysis in 1970, we at 
Cabot strictly refuse to accept any compensation for any stock we recommend.  You're 
guaranteed to get 100% unbiased direction.  
 

My Guarantee of Satisfaction. Try the Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter for 60 
days - two full months. If you decide it's not for you, let us know. We'll gladly reimburse 
you every penny. 
 

BONUS!  Wealth-Building Tool #1:  5 Top Value Stocks Every Investor 
Must Own in 2008.  (Value:  $25.)  My favorite low risk/high reward equities to own 
right now.  
 

BONUS!  Wealth-Building Tool #2:  Benjamin Graham's Complete Guide 
To Value Investing.  (Value:  $25.)  An informative, easy-to-read reference for your 
personal investing library.     

I've saved the best news for last.   

Some investment advisories charge $200, $500, even $1,000 a year. 

But you won't pay $1,000 for Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter. 

Or half that amount. 

Subscribe today for a one-year risk-free trial subscription to Cabot Benjamin 
Graham Value Letter and pay only $87. 

That's just 23¢ a day.  You save an immediate $162 off the regular price.  Click here to 
activate your money-saving subscription. 

 

Want to get even more bang for your buck?!  Then consider taking a two-year 
subscription. 



When you subscribe for two years, you'll get ALL the benefits of a one-year 
subscription ... PLUS you'll also get this Third Wealth-Building Tool: 

BONUS!  Wealth-Building Tool #3:   
5 Undervalued Foreign Companies To Own 

As a sophisticated investor, you've seen the economies of many foreign countries 
grow faster than the U.S.  As much as five times more in some cases. 

This has opened up enormous profit opportunities if you know which companies to 
invest in.  My new report 5 Undervalued Foreign Companies To Own in 2008 
gives you five low risk/red hot companies that meet my stringent Benjamin Graham 
criteria for safety, growth and profit potential. 

It's yours FREE when you subscribe for two years to Cabot Benjamin Graham Value 
Letter.  

You face a choice now …   

You can let Wall Street and the Fed reach into your wallet and brazenly steal your 
future … or you can take immediate action now that protects your hard-earned money 
and puts hard cash in your pocket with the same program that Warren Buffett has 
sworn by for 50 years.   

Join us now at https://www.cabot.net/orderforms/bgv/bgvir00.aspx.  Thank you! 

Sincerely, 

 

J. Royden Ward 

Editor, Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter 

P.S.  Warren Buffett famously said: "Follow Graham and you will profit."  Subscribers 
to Cabot Benjamin Graham Value Letter see the proof every month, using ultra-safe 
opportunities to add over $51,000 to their wealth.  I want to ensure your lifestyle and 
make your retirement comfortable.  Let me help you.  Please go to 
https://www.cabot.net/orderforms/bgv/bgvir00.aspx now.  

 

https://www.cabot.net/orderforms/bgv/bgvir00.aspx?source=
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